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Summary
Recent studies demonstrate that social interactions can
have a profound influence on Drosophila melanogaster
behavior [1–8] and cuticular pheromone patterns [8–10].
Olfactory memory performance has mostly been investigated in groups, and previous studies have reported that
grouped flies do not interact with each other and behave in
the same way as individual flies during short-term memory
retrieval [11–13]. However, the influence of social effects
on the two known forms of Drosophila long-lasting associative memory, anesthesia-resistant memory (ARM) and longterm memory (LTM), has never been reported. We show here
that ARM is displayed by individual flies but is socially
facilitated; flies trained for ARM interact within a group to
improve their conditioned performance. In contrast, testing
shows LTM improvement in individual flies rather than in
a group. We show that the social facilitation of ARM during
group testing is independent of the social context of training
and does not involve nonspecific aggregation. Furthermore,
we demonstrate that social interactions facilitate ARM
retrieval. We also show that social interactions necessary
for this facilitation are specifically generated by trained
flies: when single flies trained for ARM are mixed with
groups of naive flies, they display poor retrieval, whereas
mixing with groups trained either for ARM or LTM enhances
performance.

Results and Discussion
ARM Is Facilitated in Group Tests Independently
of the Learning Context
We use an olfactory conditioning paradigm during which a first
odor associated with electric shocks is followed by a second
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odor presented alone [11, 14]. Memory performance is normally measured on groups of flies in a T-maze, in which flies
are allowed to choose between both odors for a given
time [11]. Two forms of consolidated long-lasting memory
can be obtained by repetition of learning trials: long-term
memory (LTM) is formed after spaced conditioning, whereas
massed conditioning leads only to the formation of
anesthesia-resistant memory (ARM) [15, 16]. LTM is affected
by partial protein-synthesis inhibition and thus depends
on de novo protein synthesis, whereas ARM is insensitive to
the same level of inhibition [15]. Two models have been
proposed to explain the relationship between LTM and ARM.
In the first, both forms of memory coexist after spaced conditioning [15, 17]. In the second model, ARM and LTM are exclusive, and only LTM is expressed after spaced conditioning
[16]. For convenience, the memory formed after massed
conditioning will be referred to as ARM, and the memory
formed after spaced conditioning will be referred to as LTM,
although the existence of the two models will be discussed
when appropriate.
We studied the influence of group interactions on ARM by
comparing individual and group performance during the test.
Flies were massed trained in groups of 30–40 flies and tested
either individually or in groups 24 hr or 48 hr after training.
ARM scores of groups outstrip individual scores (Figure 1A;
two-way ANOVA test, significant sociality factor, p = 5.9 1025)
when flies were tested at both 24 hr and 48 hr (nonsignificant
time factor: p = 0.089. Nonsignificant time 3 sociality interaction: p = 0.86). Fly interactions in a group therefore have a positive effect on ARM performance. Strikingly, at 48 hr individual
ARM scores were not different from zero, whereas group
scores remained high (Figure 1A; t test, p > 0.20).
In this first set of experiments, flies were massed trained in
a group, and so it is plausible that the higher memory score
displayed by flies tested in groups was due to a similar social
setting during training and testing. We therefore searched for
potential context effects occurring during massed conditioning by comparing individual and group training. The group
enhancement of ARM performance occurred similarly after
individual and group training, indicating that it is independent
of the learning context and rather involves social interactions
during the test (Figure 1B; two-way ANOVA, test context
factor, p = 0.0005; learning context factor: p = 0.25; test 3
learning interaction, p = 0.73). Moreover, the social effect on
ARM was not sex specific and did not rely on sexual interactions (Figure S1).
We then searched for a similar social effect on LTM performance. No positive group effect was induced after spaced
conditioning; performance was higher in individual flies than
in groups (Figure 1C; two-way ANOVA test, significant sociality
factor, p = 0.029; nonsignificant time factor, p = 0.079; nonsignificant time 3 sociality interaction, p = 0.24). Because the time
factor was marginal, we analyzed 24 hr and 48 hr testing times
seperately, and it appeared that the difference between scores
of individual and group flies was marginal at 24 hr and significant at 48 hr (t test, 24 hr: p = 0.052. 48 hr: p = 0.043). Thus,
social interactions increased memory retrieval after massed
but not after spaced conditioning, supporting the view that
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proposed [15, 17], it could mean that the behavioral expression of LTM is predominant over that of ARM because it is
retrieved more efficiently. After making these initial observations, we scrutinized the behavioral mechanisms underlying
the social improvement of ARM.
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Figure 1. ARM Is Socially Facilitated in Group Tests Independently of the
Learning Context
(A) Twenty-four hour and 48 hr olfactory memory induced by the massed
conditioning protocol (ARM) of groups of flies, tested as individuals (n =
120) or in groups (n = 10–15). ARM scores of groups outstrip the level of individual scores (p = 5.9 1025).
(B) Twenty-four hour ARM scores, measured in individual flies (n = 120 individuals) or in groups of flies (n = 10). Flies were either trained in groups (left)
or trained individually (right). The group enhancement of ARM performance
occurred similarly after individual or group training (p = 0.0005).
(C) Twenty-four hour and 48 hr olfactory memory induced by the spaced
conditioning protocol (LTM) of groups of flies, tested as individuals (n =
100–120) or in groups (n = 10–18). Performance after spaced conditioning
was higher in individual flies than in groups (p = 0.029). In all panels, data
correspond to the mean 6 SEM of the memory score.

LTM but not ARM is present after spaced conditioning [16].
Alternatively, if the memory obtained after spaced conditioning is composed of both LTM and ARM, as is often

The Positive Group Effect on ARM Is Due to Social
Facilitation of ARM Retrieval, Not to Aggregation
The social effect that takes place during ARM retrieval could
be explained by three main hypotheses. In the first, the social
phenomenon would not be directly related to memory, and
during the test, flies trained with massed conditioning would
simply tend to aggregate in the tube where flies are most
abundant. In the second hypothesis, the social phenomenon
would involve communication about odor quality linked to
conditioning: during the test, flies trained with massed
conditioning would send signal(s) telling their neighbors that
they should either avoid the conditioned odor or orient to the
unconditioned odor (the perception of this signal could be
restricted or not to flies trained with massed conditioning). In
the third hypothesis, social interactions would facilitate
memory retrieval.
To discriminate between these hypotheses, we tested the
performance of single flies conditioned with the massed
protocol to avoid one odor and mixed them with groups conditioned with the same protocol to avoid the opposite odor. If
social interactions were linked to nonspecific aggregation or
odor-specific communication, we would expect a decreased
score for individual massed-trained flies when they are mixed
with a group trained for the opposite odor (as compared to
massed-trained flies tested alone). However, if social interactions facilitate ARM retrieval, these single flies should have
high scores, similar to those of their mixed groups (but specific
for their respective odor).
Interestingly, individual massed-trained flies tested among
a group of massed-trained flies conditioned to the opposite
odor recalled their own conditioned odor better than when
they were tested individually; they showed a score superior
to massed-trained flies tested individually and similar to that
of massed-trained flies tested in a group (Figure 2A; one-way
ANOVA test, p = 0.003). The fact that group interactions
increase the ARM performance of single flies even if the group
is trained for the opposite odor indicates that social interactions act on ARM retrieval and do not involve aggregation.
This conclusion was strengthened by the observation that
the performance of groups of massed-trained flies was not
affected during the test by the presence of groups trained for
the opposite odor with either the spaced (Figure 2B) or the
massed (Figure 2C) protocol.
Only Flies with ARM Are Influenced by Social Interactions
during Memory Retrieval
If groups of flies trained with the massed protocol facilitate
ARM retrieval, they should have no influence on flies that
have no ARM. To challenge this hypothesis, we used two
groups of flies, naive wild-type flies and massed-trained radish
(rsh) mutants that are deficient for ARM [15]. When mixed with
a group of massed-trained flies, naive flies displayed a score
not different from zero (Figure 3A; t test, p = 0.55), showing
that the group effect produced by massed-trained flies
requires the presence of memory. Similarly, rsh flies trained
for ARM and mixed with a group of wild-type flies trained for
the same odor displayed a low score similar to that of control
rsh flies (Figure 3B; t test, p = 0.55). The performance of rsh
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flies was therefore not enhanced by social interactions with
trained wild-type flies. Only flies that display ARM are positively influenced by massed-trained flies during the memory
test. These results are in agreement with the view that
social interactions enhance ARM performance by facilitating
memory retrieval.
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Figure 2. The Positive Group Effect on ARM Is Due to Social Facilitation of
Memory Retrieval
(A) Observed 24 hr ARM scores measured in individual flies (n = 192 individuals), in individual flies tested among groups of massed-trained flies conditioned to avoid the opposite odor (n = 192 individuals), and in groups of flies
(n = 32). Data represent the mean 6 SEM of the memory score. One-way
ANOVA followed by Tukey statistic: lowercase letters indicate significant
differences at p < 0.05. Groups of massed-trained flies in which individual
flies were introduced had scores of 0.43 6 0.02, similar to those of control
groups (t test with Dunn-Sidak correction, p = 0.20, n = 96).
(B) Observed 24 hr ARM and LTM scores when both groups were mixed at
testing (n = 13 mixed groups) are compared with scores of nonmixed groups
of massed-trained (n = 16 groups) and spaced-trained (n = 11 groups) flies.
Scores of massed- and spaced-trained flies were not influenced by the
mixing (t test; p = 0.34 for ARM and p = 0.61 for LTM).
(C) Observed 24 hr ARM scores when both groups of massed-trained flies
were conditioned to avoid opposite odors and mixed at testing (n = 16)
are compared with scores of mixed groups of massed-trained flies
conditioned to avoid the same odor (n = 16) and with scores of groups of
30 and groups of 60 massed-trained flies (n = 12). Scores of massed-trained
flies were not influenced by mixing with flies trained for the opposite
odor (one-way ANOVA test, p = 0.76). For all panels, data represent the
mean 6 SEM of the memory score.

The Social Facilitation of ARM Retrieval Requires
Interactions with Trained Flies
Which types of interactions are at the origin of the social facilitation of ARM retrieval? In particular, are these interactions
specific to flies trained with the massed conditioning protocol,
or does the simple fact of being in a group facilitate ARM
retrieval? We first investigated this issue by testing single
massed-trained flies mixed during the test with groups of naive
flies. Groups of naive flies did not facilitate ARM retrieval; individual massed-trained flies mixed with naive groups showed
a poor performance, similar to that of massed-trained flies
tested individually, and both showed significantly lower scores
than massed-trained flies tested in groups (Figure 4A; one-way
ANOVA test, p = 0.003).
In a second step, we mixed single massed-trained flies with
groups of massed-trained flies or of spaced-trained flies
conditioned for the same odor. Interestingly single massedtrained flies mixed with either massed- or spaced-trained flies
showed a score significantly higher than that of massedtrained flies tested individually, and similar to the score of
massed-trained flies tested in groups (Figures 4B and 4C;
one-way ANOVA test, respectively p = 0.022 and p = 0.008
for the mixing in a massed-trained group and in a spacedtrained group).
These results show that the simple fact of being in a group is
not enough to produce social facilitation of ARM retrieval and
that specific interactions with trained flies are necessary. The
social interactions at the origin of this enhanced memory
retrieval are not specific to massed-trained flies; they are
also observed with spaced-trained groups. This could be
due to the fact that ARM is present after both massed and
spaced conditioning [15, 17]. Alternatively, only LTM might
be present after spaced conditioning [16], but groups of both
massed- and spaced-trained flies might share a common
feature that is perceived by massed-trained flies in the test
situation. For example, in the presence of the conditioned
odor, both trained groups might produce an alarm molecule
that facilitates ARM retrieval by enhancing attention or motivation. LTM-trained flies may perceive the alarm but experience
no visible effect on their performance, possibly because their
memory retrieval is already very efficient.
By investigating memory performance in different social
situations of training and testing, we have shown that the
memory performance of a group does not always reflect individual performance. Previous studies did not report differences in short-term memory performance between flies tested
individually and those tested in groups, in either aversive or
appetitive olfactory memory [12, 13]. We have demonstrated
that long-lasting aversive memory performances displayed
by groups can outstrip performances of individuals: ARM
performance tested individually is lower than performance
tested in groups. This effect is strong; the conditioned response of odor avoidance was no longer expressed in individuals at 48 hr but was still clearly detected in groups.
Drosophila is known to be aggregative [1, 2]. One could
therefore imagine that massed-trained flies have a weak individual memory and aggregate during the test, either passively
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Figure 3. Naive Wild-Type Flies and radish (rsh) Mutants with Deficient ARM Are Not Influenced by Flies Trained with Massed Conditioning
(A) Observed 24 hr memory scores of massed-trained flies and naive flies when both groups were mixed at testing (n = 12 mixed groups). Naive flies displayed a score not different from zero (p = 0.55).
(B) Observed 24 hr ARM scores for wild-type and rsh flies when both groups were mixed at testing (n = 13 mixed groups) are compared to ARM scores of
wild-type groups and rsh groups alone (n = 13). The performance of rsh flies was not enhanced by social interactions with massed-trained wild-type flies
(p = 0.55). In all panels, data represent the mean 6 SEM of the memory score. NS indicates a nonsignificant difference.

or by communicating signals specific to the conditioned or
unconditioned odor. On the contrary, our results indicate
that the social effect during the test is due to facilitation of
memory retrieval. The poor ARM performance of individuals
does not reflect poor learning or memory loss but rather
reflects a memory-retrieval deficit that occurs in solitary flies
and that can be compensated by social interactions within
a group. Although the molecular and cellular mechanisms at
play in this process remain to be determined, an attractive
hypothesis is that, during memory retrieval, trained flies
produce stress signals that alarm their mates and enhance
their mates’ attention or motivation to respond. Stressed flies
have been shown to release repellant odorants that include
CO2 [18], and it will be important to test whether this particular
signal plays a role in mediating social facilitation of ARM. Any
putative alarm molecule secreted by trained flies during the
test (i.e., in the presence of the conditioned odor) would represent a signal about the existence of a dangerous environment
without specifying the nature of the danger. In that context,
it will be interesting to investigate whether the social effect
is only observed after aversive conditioning and not after
appetitive conditioning.
Social information sharing, used by a wide range of species,
is an advantageous solution in which animals adapt their
behavior to the environment by extracting knowledge from
neighbors [19–24]. This phenomenon is not restricted to vertebrates or colonial insects; for instance, the wood cricket uses
social information to adapt its predator-avoidance behavior
[21]. The ease with which influences of the social environment
on behavior can be quantified, and the variety of powerful
genetic tools available, make Drosophila an ideal model for
future studies of sociality, learning, and memory [24].

dark cycle. Flies were trained with classical olfactory aversive conditioning
protocols as described [14] except that for repeated (massed or spaced)
conditioning, five cycles were used instead of ten. These experimental
conditions promote stronger ARM performance (Figure S2) than that
previously reported [14, 15]. Conditioning was performed on samples of
30–40 flies aged between 2 and 3 days. In the case of individually trained
Drosophila, flies were gathered into groups of 35 flies directly after training.
Memory Test
Memory tests were performed at 25 C and 80% relative humidity under dim
red light.
For group memory tests, flies were tested in the T-maze apparatus for
3 min. A mean group memory score and its standard error were then calculated from ten to 18 groups. A memory score represents the normalized
probability of a correct choice. For individual memory tests, single flies
were collected without anesthesia from groups just before the test and
introduced alone into the T-maze [11] to choose between octanol or methylcyclohexanol odor over a 3 min period. At the end of the test period, the
presence of the fly in one odor compartment or the other was recorded.
To compare the memory scores of individuals and groups, we first pooled
12 consecutive individual results (six flies conditioned with each odor) to
calculate a memory score similar in essence to that of a group score
[12, 14]. A mean individual memory score and its standard error were then
calculated from eight to 16 pools.
In the case of tests with mixed groups, we needed to differentiate
between two populations of flies. To do this, we marked flies of one of the
two groups by clipping the tips of their wings under brief CO2 anesthesia
24 hr before training. We checked that flies with clipped wings displayed
normal scores after massed and spaced conditioning. Mixed groups each
consisted of 30 flies either trained for ARM and LTM with opposite odors
(Figure 2B) or both trained for ARM with opposite odors (Figure 2C); groups
were mixed just before testing. In the experiment with mixed groups of naive
or rsh flies and CS massed-trained flies (Figure 3), approximately 12 naive or
rsh flies were mixed with the group of about 30 massed-trained flies just
after conditioning. Control groups consisted of 30 rsh or CS massed-trained
flies. In experiments testing single massed-trained flies mixed in groups of
about 30 flies (naive, massed-trained, or spaced-trained flies) (Figure 4), we
marked single flies and introduced them into groups just before testing. We
calculated scores of these single flies as for single flies tested alone.

Experimental Procedures
Conditioning Procedure
Drosophila melanogaster wild-type strain Canton-Special (CS) and radish
(rsh) mutant flies were raised at 18 C and 60% humidity in a 12:12 hr light:

Statistical Analyses
Mean scores were compared via two-tailed t tests in the case of two groups
(Figures 2A, 2B, 3B, and 4B; see also Figure S2) or one-way ANOVA in the
case of several groups. This was followed by the post-hoc Tukey-Kramer
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(Figure S1). The individual 48 hr ARM score of Figure 1A and the scores of
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where the significance level alpha = 0.025 was used, after application of
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Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include two figures and can be found with this
article online at http://www.cell.com/current-biology/supplemental/S09609822(09)01589-9.
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Figure 4. The Social Facilitation of ARM Retrieval Requires Interactions with
Trained Flies
(A) Observed 24 hr ARM scores, measured in individual flies (n = 96 individuals), in individual flies tested among groups of naive flies (n = 96 individuals), or in groups of flies (n = 16). Groups of naive flies did not facilitate
ARM retrieval. We verified that groups of naive flies had a score not different
from zero when a massed-trained fly was introduced (score = 20.004 6
0.020; t test, p = 0.85, n = 64).
(B) Observed 24 hr ARM scores, measured in individual flies (n = 120 individuals), in individual flies tested among groups of massed-trained flies conditioned to avoid the same odor (n = 120 individuals), and in groups of flies
(n = 20). Groups of massed-trained flies facilitated ARM retrieval. Groups
of massed-trained flies in which single massed-trained flies were introduced
had normal scores (ARM score = 0.37 6 0.02, not different from the control
group score; t test with Dunn-Sidak correction, p = 0.21, n = 60).
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